
Geography, Math, Science, and History 

Living books bring depth and life to these subjects.

Biographies, historical fiction, well-written core books.

If you own a history or science textbook that you like, continue using 

it. But instead of questions 

and quizzes, let students 

narrate—tell all they know. 

Supplement textbook with 

living books to bring more

depth to subject.*



Living Books on Geography

“The peculiar value of geography 

lies in its fitness to nourish the mind 

with ideas, and to furnish the 

imagination with pictures.... The 

child gets his rudimentary notions of 

geography...in those long hours out 

of door.... He gets his first notions of 

a map from a rude sketch...or with a 

stick in the sand or gravel...” 



“Let him be at home in any single 

region; let him see, with the mind’s 

eye, the people at their work and 

play… let him follow the adventures 

of a traveler, and he knows more, is 

better furnished with ideas, than if he 

had learnt all the names on all the 

maps. The ‘way’ of this kind of 

teaching is very obvious; read to 

him… any interesting, well-written 

book of travel… Here as elsewhere, 

the question is, not how many things 

does he know, but how much does he 

know about each thing.” 
~ Charlotte Mason

Home Education, p. 272

Charlotte Mason Study Guide, p. 114



Draw maps as you learn 

about places or as you travel.

Young children should draw 

maps of their neighborhood.



Living Geography



Part of a report after a visit 

to Hoover Dam.



Math

Keep math informal until around 3rd or 4th grade.

Math games, mental math, counting by 1's, 5's, etc.

Place value with pennies, dimes, and dollars.

Learn to tell time; count change; memorize facts.



Math Program on YOUR Terms

Several excellent math programs on the market.

Keep math lesson short and focused. Dawdling tip—timer.

Do all the problems orally that can be figured in one's head. 

Mental math. Use a calculator for some problems.

Excellent program for jr. and sr. high school is VideoText Algebra
(pre-Algebra through Algebra II; link from my site at pennygardner.com)

Co-op with a mathematical mom or dad to teach advanced math.

Or, as a group, consider hiring a tutor.



Charlotte Mason on Math

“Mathematics depend upon the teacher 

rather than upon the textbook and few 

subjects are worse taught; chiefly because 

teachers have seldom time to give the 

inspiring ideas...which should quicken 

imagination. How living would Geometry 

become in the light of the discoveries of 

Euclid as he made them!”

--Philosophy of Education, p. 233
--Charlotte Mason Study Guide, p. 107-108

Mathematicians were often 

inspired as children by other 

mathematicians. For example, 

Sophie Germain was inspired 

by the story of Archimedes.



Use Math Stories as Stimulus

Joseph Louis Lagrange (1736-1813) proved that every positive integer 

can be expressed as the sum of four or fewer square numbers.

First we arranged objects and drew 

diagrams to understand the concept of 

square numbers.

A few examples worked by my 9 yos:

271 =     225    +   36   +     9     +   1

271 = (15x15) + (6x6) + (3x3) + (1x1)

78 =    64   +    4     +    9     +   1 

78 = (8x8) + (2x2) + (3x3) + (1x1)

*   *   *   *  

*   *   *   *  

*   *   *   *  

*   *   *   *  



Living Books on

Math and Science

List of living math and science 

books at pennygardner.com



Advanced Books on Math and Science

“Where science does not teach a child to wonder and 

admire, it has perhaps no educational value…

Books dealing with science… should be of a literary 

character, and we should probably be more  scientific 

as a people if we scrapped all the textbooks…”
~ Charlotte Mason



Narrate

Have students tell or write 

narrations of living books 

on history, geography, 

science, and math.

Thales the Great
by Logan Gardner, age 12

Thales was a very wise wise-man. These are 

stories of some of the great things Thales did.

One day, Thales was at a tour of Egypt. They 

came upon a great pyramid. “This great pyramid is one of 

the biggest pyramids of Egypt,” the guide told the 

tourists. 

“How tall is it?” asked a tourist, Thales.

“Uuuh...I don't know. If we climbed to the top 

and let a rope down that would only do the slant,” replied 

the guide. 

“Oh, never mind. I got it already. It's 329 cubits 

high,” Thales answered.

Everybody looked around at the tourist and fell to 

the ground. They thought Thales was a magician.

Thales knew the height of his own shadow, his 

own height, and the height of the shadow of the pyramid. 

So he could figure out how tall the pyramid was. ...



Elementary 

Students

Mom reads to younger students 

and listens to their narrations.



Microbe Hunters by Paul de Kruif (1926 copyright)  Narration by Dakota Gardner, 4th grade 2003

LEEUWENHOEK

There was a man named Antony Leeuwenhoek. He was born in 1632 in Holland. All he knew was Dutch; he couldn’t even 

read Latin. He had one wife but she died. So he got another wife. Most of his children died. 

He began making lenses. He learned about metals and how to make lenses. He figured out how to make a very perfect lens 

to see things bigger than they really are. It is called a microscope.

Antony Leeuwenhoek spent almost all his time looking at different things—animal parts, stingers of bees and any small 

things. Then a neighbor told the Royal Society in England about Leeuwenhoek’s microscopes because he was so astonished 

by them. Leeuwenhoek started to write the Royal Society hundreds of letters about all his discoveries and work. He wrote them about his 

neighbors and his health, and etc. The Royal Society was amazed at Leeuwenhoek’s work.

He got one raindrop from the sky and stuck it in his microscope and discovered a whole new race of little creatures. Some are dangerous, some 

are not, and they lived in the water. Leeuwenhoek was the first person to ever realize that because he had made the best microscopes and had spent 

years studying things.

Antony Leeuwenhoek discovered that the little beasts were in all water, except fresh rain water and they would appear there in a couple days. 

Then he stuck one little grain of pepper in water and it made the little beasties grow. He discovered that there were more than 2,700,000 beasties 

in a single drop of water. He wrote the Royal Society of England. The Royal Society had a hard time believing it so they did their own experiment 

of growing beasties in pepper water and found that it was true.

Then the Royal Society gave Leeuwenhoek a membership. Leeuwenhoek kept sharing his discoveries with the Society until he died at age 90. 

One of the Royal Society people came over to Leeuwenhoek’s house. He looked through the wonderful microscopes. He wanted to buy a 

microscope to take back to the Society but Leeuwenhoek wouldn’t sell even one of his many microscopes. 

Antony Leeuwenhoek went walking one day and found an old man who had never cleaned his teeth once in his life. 

He took some plaque from the old man’s teeth and saw a lot of a new kind of germ that he had not found in his own 

clean mouth.

Leeuwenhoek drank a lot of very hot coffee every morning. One morning he looked at the plaque of his own mouth 

once more and found no living beasts but dead bodies and a couple of very sick creatures. He looked in his back teeth 

and saw that there were hundreds more live germs in his back teeth. 

On his deathbed, he wrote to the Royal Society one last time. He had his good friend have it translated into Latin and sent to the Royal Society. 

Leeuwenhoek died at age 91 in 1723.



.

Older students read and write every day on their own. This 

notebook on Archimedes, by a 6th grader, is 14 pages long. 

Expect more from high school students. Notice editing marks.

Older students may read more difficult books independently 

on the same subject that you read aloud to everyone.

Science and History

Jr. and Sr. High School



Report by 14-year-old



Living Books on History

More listed on the “history” 

page at pennygardner.com



Setting Up History Studies

Four-year plan:

1. Ancients

2. Middle Ages and Renaissance

3. 1600-1800's

4. Modern History

Repeat cycle using a different focus and different books.

Read a book aloud on a certain person or event to all your children. Have 

high school student(s) independently read a more challenging book on 

the same subject. They will be able to bring more depth to discussions.

Planning:

You may want to set up the year by organizing a monthly focus for history studies. Then 

you can go through the materials that you own and place them into one of the nine 

boxes. Have a sheet of paper to list additional books to add to the box from the library. 

Jot down other ideas.



Enrichment 

Activities

Make history and science readings 

more memorable by supplementing 

reading with hands-on projects, 

experiments, or field trips. Consider 

volunteering at a historical site or 

participating in a re-creation.



Timelines

Have a timeline for students to record events and people as 

they learn about them. Math, science, history, current events 

may all be recorded.

Instead of a timeline, you 

may opt to keep narrations 

in chronological order in a 

3-ring binder.

Or you may use index cards 

to record history and keep 

in order within a file box 

with dated tabs.



Timeline Sample



Timeline 

Sample

Close-up. 



1787



Include family history in your 

timeline. Notice what was happening 

when your grandparents were 

children or were married.



Make a timeline of a book or series of books. 



Record current events.



Museum Notebooks

Charlotte Mason had 

students record artifacts 

they viewed on museum 

tours in a notebook.



Charlotte Mason on History

“The fatal mistake is in the notion that he must 

learn 'outlines,' of the whole history...of the world. 

Let him, on the contrary, linger pleasantly over the 

history of a single man, a short period, until he 

thinks the thoughts of that man, is at home in the 

ways of that period. Though he is reading and 

thinking of the life time of a single man, he is 

really getting intimately acquainted with the 

history of a whole nation for a whole age.” 

--Charlotte Mason Study Guide, p. 115 



History Matters by Steve Berry

In school, history can seem the most tedious of 

subjects: so many facts, names and dates that mean 

little to nothing. But history is not something 

obscure or unimportant. In fact, it plays a vital role 

in our everyday lives. We study our past in order to 

achieve greater influence over our future. It is from 

history that we learn what to champion and what to 

avoid. Decision-making around the world, every 

day, is based on what came before us. Why?

Because history matters.           --Costco Connection, June 2013



From David McCullough's article in Dec. 2002 Readers' Digest:

“History, really, is an extension of life. It enlarges and 

intensifies the experience of being alive, like poetry and 

art or music. And there's no great secret to making history 

come alive... 'Tell stories.' Part of what that means is that 

history is ours to enjoy. 

If we deny our children that 

enjoyment, that adventure...then 

we're cheating them out of a full life.”

Relate experience with exciting story of 

Horatius at the Bridge.





Mount Vernon

Monticello


